SEPTEMBER NEWS
I write this newsletter as I cross the Mozambique border into South Africa on our return trip from
our Dolphin Retreat. All 7 of us feel elated after having been blessed to swim with a huge pod of
young Dolphins. One of which was a 2 week old baby Dolphin who enthralled us with his playful
behaviour. For each one of us, the experience brought different insight and awakening. As a group
we felt blessed to have this pod interacting with us and trust us with their offspring.
Many of us watched in awe as Angie Gullan swam with and photographed these magnificent nonhuman persons (official new name given). This sight caused many of us to stand in total awe of Angie
and her intimate yet totally respectful interaction with these creatures.
Some people reading this newsletter may remember that Angie’s establishment burnt to the ground
a few months ago. The personal loss was huge as her own home and the camp burnt down to the
ground with only a laptop and underwater camera being saved. Yet, despite this, she has managed
to continue the conscious Dolphin swims; not even to mention the broad smile especially when she
speaks about and sees the Dolphins. To everyone reading this newsletter, this is an adventure that
you don’t want to miss.
I also felt totally blessed to be the person to conduct a sacred healing and renewal ceremony on the
site that Dolphin Encounters used to call home. This ceremony caused many of us to shed more than
a tear but I feel convinced that, despite the best efforts of the authorities to make re-establishment
of Dolphin Encounters as difficult as possible, Angie and her staff will find another perfect spot in
paradise that they once again will call home and a space that will accommodate many more people
like us who wish to learn more about, interact with Dolphins and relax in nature. Thank you to Karen
Barensche and Alexandra Lawrence for the help in preparing the ceremony. For now Dolphin
Encounters continues to operate their Dolphin swim facility and offer accommodation at a great
little lodge called O Lar Do O’uro.
We all felt blessed to have this accommodation away from the noise of jet skies and partying dive
camp people. Our hostesses Terry and Jan treated us like family, fed us like kings and allowed us to
use their space as if it was our own. The accommodation was simple, clean and met our every need;
lovely hot showers, beautiful swimming pool, lush gardens and ever attentive staff. The three course
breakfasts and dinners tasted like home cooked meals. That is if one considers prawns and crème
brûlée as home food. I highly recommend this establishment.
Lastly, to the ladies that joined me on this retreat ... Dominique, Chandrè, Ash, Ashleigh, Tania and
Robyn ... a huge thanks for making the retreat so special.
We spent a lot of time meditating, doing yoga, playing the Transformation Game and just chilling. I
offered an energy healing session to each guest and besides being a pleasure to assist the Dolphins
with healing, it is also a privilege to be part of the healing process of a human’s life journey.
Should you wish to contact Dolphin Encounters, you can email Angie at info@dolphincare.org
(www.dolphincare.org) and Jan and Terry from O Lar Do O’uro on info@pontadoouro.com
(www.pontadoouro.com)

Please email info@zeropointhealing.co.za with suggestions about topics you’d like me to cover in
future newsletters.
LOVE AND LIGHT
Debbie

